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The D7 is a compact and portable diesel driven hydraulic power pack for 
operating a range of equipment. This is the smallest skimmer power unit that 
we produce. Fitted with a single hydraulic circuit it is able to run an Elastec 
drum skimmer.  Recovered oil can be collected from the skimmer using a 
separate pumping system. 

This power pack features a hand and electric start diesel engine mounted in 
a steel cage frame fitted with hydraulic flow control. Handles and solid wheels 
are fitted so that the unit can be moved around the site. The open style allows 
excellent access for maintenance. A hydraulic pressure gauge shows the 
working pressures. This unit is also offered with high flotation tires and drop 
handles.

Specification

Drive:

Max Hydraulic Outpout:
Frame:
Hydraulic Tank:

Fuel Tank:
Hydraulic Quick Couplings:
Lifting:
Fabric Cover:
Dimensions:
Weight:

The handles and wheels are removed for packaging.
Hydraulic fluid not included with units.

Optional: Spares kit, skimmer, pump, high flotation tires, 
drop handles

0POWEYA071
32 x 38 x 36 inches
0.81 x 0.97 x 0.91m

Air cooled Yanmar 6.4 hp / 4.8 kW Tier 4 (5.8 hp / 4.3 kW Net Continuous) 
diesel engine with 12 volt electric and recoil hand start
3 gpm / 11.4 lpm @ 2,500 psi / 172 bar Variable speed control
Skid mount with lifting bracket
8 gallons / 30 litres. Spin on return filter, fluid level and temp gauges, tank 
top filler/strainer
1.25 gallons / 4.7 litres
Stainless Steel
Central lift point
Included
43 x 36 x 34 inch / 1.09 x 0.92 x 0.86 m
218 lb / 99 kg

Options shown
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